
Jardines trekking party who were relatively unused to ascending to altitude
quickly (8hrs by bus from Kashgar 2550m to the Karakol Lakes 3650m).
This would be compared with the rest of the party all of whom had been to
altitude many times.

In addition studies on the hormone (Erythropoietin) responsible for the
production of an increased number of red cells at altitude were carried out
throughout the expedition. Interestingly one member who got to the top of
Kongur had only a very small increase in red cells. This finding has also
been reported amongst permanent residents at high-altitude such as
Sherpas. Obviously this aspect of the process of acclimatization is not as
important as was once thought.

Finally the arteries. and veins at the back of the eye were studied
throughout the expedition by Dr Charles Clarke. This is the only place in
the body where the vessels and a nerve-the optic nerve-can be seen
without a surgical procedure. Brain oedema is recognized by swelling of the
optic nerve which is an extension of the brain.

About 40% of unacclimatized individuals when ascending to 4250m
suffer from a leak (haemorrhage) of blood into the back of the eye. In a
certain region this can make the individual blind. No member of the
expedition had any haemorrhage noted.

In addition to this work about 150 botanical specimens for the
Herbarium at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew were collected from the
Pamir Plateau.

Games in a private World
Mike Fowler

Rumour has it that Bukator cliff on the N coast of Cornwall is the highest
continuously steep cliff in England and Wales; so far, despite extensive
investigation, I know of no one who can dispute this claim. With a height of
about 600 ft on the right diminishing to 450 ft on the left over a distance of
about 300 yards the area of climbable rock is immense. Several magnificent
lines await the climber's attention, subject however to ~ important
reservations-the extreme angle of the cliff and the fact that it is composed
of blocky horizontally-bedded shale which is not noted for its stability.

With this in mind it is not surprising to find that the cliff was first
explored by Keith Darbyshire, the undisputed originator of serious shale
climbing in this part of the country. Darbyshire's efforts were perhaps less
successful than one would have expected from a man of his calibre. He
arrived on the scene in 1974 and attempted a hanging chimney line near
the left hand (seaward) end of the cliff. About 200 ft of progress was made
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30 Bukator cliff (This and next photo: M. Fowler)
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before a wet streak apparently halted the party and enforced a retreat. Soon
afterwards he was killed in a cliff fall at are Head.

I believe it was Pat Littlejohn who first drew the attention of myself and
Mike Morrison to the existence of Bukator. I recall gleaning the
information that Bukator was somewhat more solid than the other monster
cliffs in the area and thus it was decided that we should pay the place a visit
in preference to areas such as Crackington Haven and Henna Cliff where
we knew that Darbyshire had also been active.

In May 1979 the long excellent winter finally subsided and the rock
climbing year began with the long planned visit to Bukator. We had never
had the position of the cliff pin-pointed for us, but sure enough about one
mile N of Boscastle the word 'Bukator' appeared neatly printed on the OS
map. The big day dawned in the usual misty dreary N Cornwall way and it
was without the expected enthusiasm that we tramped through the long wet
grass on the cliff tops in search of the much-dreamed-about cliff. Despite the
early start, achieved with considerable difficulty, I think we both felt that
success would be an unlikely outcome in such conditions.

The map proved to be admirably correct and the mists parted to reveal a
magnificent cliff, unbelievably with no routes whatsoever on it. On closer
inspection the higher right hand side proved somewhat disappointing as it
was divided into two 300 ft sections separated by a grassy terrace.
Moreover further left the terrace faded away leaving an extremely steep
and impressive 450 ft wall. We had little information regarding
Darbyshire's efforts but the only real chimney lines started about 200 ft up
and were towards the seaward end of the cliff around the most impressive
section. As the rock was still obviously wet we opted for an 'inspection only'
visit and, leaving our equipment on the cliff top we descended a frightening
slope to the shaly beach below the cliff. Offshore Gull Rock was living up to
its name and the bay echoed with the sound of circling seagulls; fortunately
however it appeared that Bukator cliff was not one of their favourite
haunts.

From close up it was easy to see why the cliff had not previously attracted
the climbing hordes .from the sunny granite of Bosigran. Seriousness was
obviously the key word with no obvious ledges to make for but many
outjutting overhangs; as a further deterrent a band of sizeable overhangs
fringed the cliff top acting as a final defence. The chimney line attempted
by Darbyshire could not be located with any degree of certainty and,
clambering around the lower rocks, we searched in vain for any traces of
our predecessors. Nothing could be found and it was eventually (and
reluctantly) agreed that we would have to rely on our own judge.ment as far
as route-finding was concerned. A chimney line starting at about 200 ft
seemed to offer the most promising possibility but with the mist
redescending it seemed that any effort would have to be postponed until the
following day.

Struggling up our descent slope it did not take long to realize that this
was in fact the debris of a very recent landslide which, as well as making us
think twice about the solidity of our proposed route, was not composed of
the most pleasant material for ascending. The Cornish coastal climate was
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playing its usual tricks and by the time the cliff top was reached it had taken
a turn for the better. Having driven 300 miles for the experience we felt
obliged to make the best of the day and, having frightened ourselves further
by peering over the edge, it was decided to 'give it a go' after all.

Half an hour later we were again standing on the beach below the most
continuous section of the cliff. Something which we had not previously
accounted for was now obviously going to cause some unpleasant
problems. In our absence the tide had come in further than expected and
the approach to our chosen line was effectively cut off by a disturbingly
choppy sea. The smooth overhanging shale walls at the sides of the bay
would clearly not permit a low level traverse and the sea did not look very
appealing on a cold day in early May. However, unable to think of any
alternatives it was with great reluctance that we resigned ourselves to the
situation and, choosing an opportune moment, waded stiffly into the water
and gained the slabby rock at the foot of the route. The water was in fact
only about 3 ft deep but nevertheless the incident did not seem a
particularly good omen and it was 2 disheartened and somewhat soggy
climbers who shivered and wrung out their soaking clothes.

Fortunately the weather was rapidly improving and we were soon
warmed by the sun and feeling more enthusiastic. In our exploratory trip of
the morning we had already soloed the first 150 ft of easy slabs leading to
the start of the main difficulties so, initially at least, we knew where to make
an attempt and were not faced with any route-finding problems. The rock
appeared fairly solid but was jet black and looked as if it could well
deteriorate higher up. The chimney, which we had decided to aim for,
started about 150 ft above us although a groove emanating from its foot
commenced 50 ft or so above and to our left and this seemed to offer the
first objective.

After some careful persuasion on my part Mike decided to lead first and
disappeared on a diagonal line across a steep wall towards the foot of the
groove. Whilst the climbing was steep the technical difficulty appeared
reasonable and it was encouraging to see him making rapid progress. He
gained the foot of the groove and, 20 ft higher, an excited shout indicated
that a remnant of Darbyshire's efforts had been found. All was going well;
we were obviously on the line of the original attempt and a ledge 20 ft
higher even provided a fine stance, even if rather lacking in belays. After this
promising start I was feeling increasingly keen and prepared to start
climbing myself. Once committed however it soon became apparent that
things were not as easy as they had appeared and that Mike was climbing
extremely well; the rock was horizontally bedded and tended to come away
if any lateral pressure was exerted. The insertion of nuts into vertical cracks
was pointless as the blocks merely moved to one side and allowed them to
fall out if any downward force was exerted. I had clearly mistaken the
absence of runners to indicate that the climbing was easy, not that the crag
might have fallen down if he had placed any. Darbyshire's gear turned out
to be a peg with a tatty sling attached which obviously marked an abseil
point and, as we found nothing further, may well have been his high point.
In spite of his recommendation Mike's stance turned out to be a rather
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uncomfortably sloping ledge with some fairly appalling belays. However, as
I had been allocated the following pitch, I chose to ignore these as much as
possible and considered the rock above.

The belay ledge could be traversed leftwards but it did not appear to lead
to any encouraging vertical breaks. lhe most promising line seemed to be
directly above the stance where, after some 18 ft an acceptably deep
chimney started. Unfortunately a bulging 10ft wall separated the belay
ledge from this encouraging feature. The rock had not deteriorated as
much as we had expected, but the wall was of the worst rock that we had
come across so far. Careful use of pressure holds combined with liberal
encouragement from below eventually saw me ensconced in the depths of
the chimney, which fortuJ;lately proved even more accommodating than
expected and even allowed the placement of a solid large nut deep inside.
Trusting that any plummets on to this would probably not collapse the
whole cliff, I grovelled on for a further 15 ft to a point where an overhang
effectively prevented further progress in this line. The chimney continued
above but after an unsuccessful grovel it quickly became apparent that the
rock did not appreciate my efforts and was unlikely to permit upward
movement without some very committing swings on dubious holds.
Cowardly instincts prevailed and, placing a surprisingly good peg, I
traversed 10ft rightwards to inspect a parallel chimney line which started
at the level of the overhangs. This appeared a better alternative as, first it
was easier, and secondly it was not directly above Mike so the injury
potential from discarded rock appeared less. Access was again complicated
by a bulging wall but when the surface layer of loose rock had been
removed this provided only a couple of hard moves on solid rock and led to
a much deeper chimney which gradually eased and deepened leading to a
fine stance on the left edge of the frontal face, from which we could for the
first time see round the corner on to the seaward facet of the cliff;. the view
however was hardly encouraging. Below us an orange ramp line looking to
be of a reasonable standard led directly up to the stance, but 150 ft above a
fringing band of overhangs could be seen to extend right across the cliff and
out of sight to the left. The first 50 ft or so above us did not appear too
difficult, but then the wall leaned distressingly outwards for 100 ft before
merging into the capping overhangs. Trying to ignore this, I noted with
satisfaction that it was possible to arrange an excellent peg belay and idly
constructed a little cairn whilst Mike swiftly seconded the chimney pitch.
Obviously my peg runner was even better than expected as Mike, one of
the most dedicated and reliable equipment removers in Britain, was unable
to shift it or demolish the surrounding rock! Apart from the loss.of the peg,
we found this somewhat reassuring as the rock was clearly accepting
runners more securely than we had thought possible.

Uncertain exactly where to go above, Mike climbed direct for 20 ft
behind the belay until stopped by generally steeperiing rock; placing a peg,
he surveyed the situation, but although the rock was basically solid, a loose
surface layer would clearly prevent the athletic moves necessary to climb
80 ft of vertical to overhanging rock and gain an apparent ledge below the
final overhangs. After some disheartening efforts he shuffled leftwards
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along a narrow ledge but, being unable to find any promising lines belayed
in a corner where the ledge petered out.

The pitch was not particularly difficult and we were soon together again
(though not in a much better position!) studying the possibilities. W·ay up
to our left a short slab offered a promising break through the fringe of
overhangs, whilst directly above us a very thin line of weakness led up to,
and apparently ended in, impossible roofs. Immediately we opted for the
easier looking left hand alternative, which should, we felt, at least ensure
that we got to the top. However the projecting slab was over 100 ft away
and no obvious linking line offered itself; also the 30-40 ft below the slab
overhung disturbingly. Traversing out to the left I placed a peg and made
repeated efforts to cross a small overhang. The rock was considerably looser
here than we had previously experienced at Bukator and, due to the severe
angle, it became increasingly difficult to remove the loose surface material,
especially when the moves underneath were very hard. After at least an
hour's effort the overhang had been thoroughly tried as well as alternatives
to the left and right. All had been equally unsuccessful and a disgruntled
leader tenswned back to the belay leaving a peg to commemorate the
failure. Refusing to consider any other alternatives I settled down on the
ledge and succeeded in persuading Mike to 'have a look'. The options that
I had been trying appeared to become more difficult still beyond my high
point, whilst the only alternative lay directly above the belay and looked
hard all the way to the final overhangs, which appeared impregnable by
free climbing. The possibility of becoming inextricably stuck beneath these
overhangs appeared very real, yet there did not seem any alternative but to
try our best at this line. A shallow depression, which I had noticed below
the roofs while trying further left, at least gave us something to aim for.

Upon leaving the ledge it immediately became distressingly apparent
that any loose material dislodged would land directly on the stance;
fortunately however the rock appeared slightly more solid than further left
and, although the pitch was vertical, Mike made remarkably good
progress. Placing a peg runner halfway, he soon reached a stance below the
capping roofs.

Having witnessed Mike's ascent it was reasonable to assume that the
pitch was easier than we had originally thought-however, when my turn
came to climb, it was immediately clear that Mike was climbing
particularly well. Admittedly the surface material was not so loose as the
left hand alternatives but the climbing was technically difficult with many
desperate moves on brick sized blocks of varying degrees of stability. One
in particular protruded offensively and required some very obscure
movements to leave in place for further parties. From the top of the
weakness the-angle did ease into a scoop but the edge of this proved to be of
horrendously unstable blocks which required some extremely wide bridging
for safe negotiation. Mike's peg runner was removed with great ease and
the grinning leader joined perched on top of an uncomfortable belay-less
pinnacle. Mike had been under the impression that the peg provided an
excellent runner and this had given him the confidence to continue.
However it did not seem the best position to inform him of reality and,
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carefully avoiding the subject, we inspected our new surroundings. The
first point requiring attention was clearly the exceptionally poor belays and
unstable looking stance. Obviously nothing could be done regarding the
latter (the stance consisted of a large pinnacle resting against the face), so
attention was turned to the search for better belays. This was largely
unsuccessful although some dubious improvements were finally achieved.

Looking around, our situation was undoubtedly the most impressive
encountered so far. We were only about 30 ft from the top of the cliff but
the 18 ft wide capping overhangs fringed the entire face above our heads. It
did appear that they might just be climbable at one point but the obvious
lack of protection and poor belays convinced us that this was only to be
tried as a last resort. To our left the wall continuously overhung, even
below the main overhangs, effectively barring any progress in that
direction. To the right however things looked slightly more encouraging
an imposing hand traverse line across a very steep wall led out on to the
main arete of the crag which prevented us from seeing any further. The line
was clearly loose and would take a long time with no guarantee that the
ground round the corner was any easier. However, with no alternative
available, we decided to try this possibility and hope for the best.

The discovery of a reasonable peg runner before the staI:t of the hand
traverse section eased our minds somewhat and boosted our severely
flagging confidence. The proposed line was much as we expected-a thin
flake stuck to the wall provided the handrail but revealed a disturbing
tendency to disintegrate into small blocks when the slightest pressure was
exerted. Progress was made in the rather unorthodox fashion of hand
traversing as far as possible, removing loose rock until one was too tired to
continue and then hand traversing back to the stance to recover prior to
repeating the process all over again. By dint of this rather long-winded
technique we took the best part of an hour to progress 15 ft towards the
arete. Struggling in silence we both felt very much trapped between the
400 ft drop below and the threatening overhangs above-a feeling
curiously similar to the experiencing of extreme objective dangers in Alpine
surroundings. The traverse line effectively ended about 10ft from the arete
and some very hard climbing based on a dubious but apparently sound
hold allowed me to gain a precarious position on the arete. From this point
a sloping ledge was visible just around the corner and after much exertion
and grovelling in the loose material on the edge it was a great relief to
struggle into a balance position. The ledge proved to be much more sloping
than it had first appeared and to make matters worse it was covered in thin
shale slivers, which tended to roll underfoot and threatened to eject
gracefully any unwary climber. Belays were lacking but a keen desire not to
take a long pendulum back across the previous pitch encouraged extra
caution. Nevertheless the belays when found were not of the highest quality
and it was with heart in mouth that I gave Mike the signal to start climbing.
Although he left the peg runner for use with a back rope the thought of us
both dangling from one peg 400 ft up did not appeal.

Surprisingly all went to plan and united again we sat on our sloping
belay-less ledge and studied the new panorama. If nothing else the day was
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becoming extremely adventurous although a little wearing on the nerves.
Our position was now phenomenal, perched on a 3 ft wide sloping ledge
over 400 ft up with appalling belays and the prospect of more vertical
climbing on dubious rock ahead.

However inspection revealed that our efforts of the past few hours were
likely to be rewarded. Directly above our heads a shallow groove sliced
through the overhangs which were less imposing at this point. The lack of
belays made a fall particularly undesirable, but as Mike had not studied
them closely this did not really affect his attitude, as he swiftly crossed the
prominent quartz band girdling the cliff and made for the final
overhanging section. Again this did not present any real problems and 7+
hours after starting we stood triumphantly on the cliff top.

The light was fading fast and a sea mist moved stealthily in-peering
over the edge we saw a solitary sling left behind on the traverse hanging
dam ply in the gloom. Silently plodding across trackless fields we had plenty
of time to reconsider the day's activity. We had learnt a lot and been lucky
to succeed; but above all the possibilities of the N Cornwall coast had been
revealed.

An obsession had been born.

(First ascent of Bukator cliff, N Cornwall, on 5 May 1979 by M. Morrison
and M. Fowler)

The seventh grade In France

Jean-Pierre Bouvier

(Translation: E. H. Sondheimer)

(Since at present there is some confusion in published comments on free
climbing, it is interesting to know the views of one of the most
representative climbers of the new generation of 'aesthetes'. Jean-Pierre
Bouvier, 'the Fly' to his friends, offers us this clarification.)

Free climbing in France is a recent phenomenon, since one can say that it
saw the light of day in 1975, at the instigation of Jean-Claude Droyer. It
was he who at that time launched a movement which is growing strongly at
present and which applies to all types of rock in France.

The new technique involves a clear raising of the level of climbing.
Therefore it was felt necessary to introduce a s-eventh grade. A seventh
grade of which there has been much talk lately.

Some, after long theoretical discussions at meetings of mountaineers,
have agreed to the use of this legendary grade; others wanted to have done
with the seventh grade. But, curiously enough, few if any of these glib
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